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Abstract.  

The health service support is very important for maintaining and enforcing 
effective military personal power to consolidate and improve battle effectiveness. 
Key links and main influencing factors of the health service support are analyzed. 
The index system of efficiency evaluation is presented. Due to the merits of the 
effective non-line method established on statistics and characteristics of 
generalization for support vector machine (SVM), propose a prediction algorithm 
for the capability of health service support based on it. The logistics command 
decision and system optimum design of the health service support are strongly 
supported by the prediction algorithm. 

Keywords: Support Vector Machine (SVM), Health Service Support, Pattern 
Classification, Prediction. 

1      Introduction  

Health service support is to prevent and cure the wounded and illness of military 
person, execute health service organized by military health service agency in the 
army.  It is an important part of the logistics support [1]. Its basic task is to 
maintain and enforce effective military personal power, consolidate and improve 
battle effectiveness, ensure completing training and combating from constitution 
and psychology. Health service support affects the process of the ware, even the 
result. 

Currently, study reports about health service support simulation and evaluation 
is very less, joint theater-level simulation (JTLS) [2] and joint warfare system 
(JWARS) [3] of American only simply described and simulated health service 
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support, it couldn’t embody the complex and law of it in modern information war. 
Due to the merits of the effective non-line method established on statistics, 
characteristics of generalization, good classification precision for support vector 
machine (SVM), it is widely used in pattern recognition and classification 
evaluation. Through analyzing key links, main influencing factors and main 
proceeding of health service support, this paper establishes a prediction algorithm 
for the capability of health service support. Evaluation examples of ten units are 
presented to verify its rationality and validity.  

2 SVM Modeling  

SVM [4] established on statistical learning theory is an effective method for 
solving non-lie problems. Even through less training samples, it can also get the 
characteristics of generalization. SVM make sure structural risk minimization 
(SRM) according to Vapnik and Chervonenkis (VC) dimension theory rather than 
other machine learning algorithms only thinking empirical risk minimization 
(ERM). 

 Basic Theory of SVM  

Supposed a training set 1{( , )}l
i i i=x y , where

n
i =x R  { 1}i ∈ ±y  1i l=  .The 

algorithm based on SVM substantively is a process of optimizing weight 
parameters. The purpose is to ensure SRM, and maximization of the distance 
between classification hyper planes. When training set is line and classifiable, 
exist ( w , b），we can get that: 

                              
1,i ib A⋅ + ≥ ∀ ∈w x x

                             (1)    
1,i ib B⋅ + ≤ − ∀ ∈w x x

                           (2) 
Here A，B are results of classification. Finally get that: 

, ( )w bf sign b= ⋅ +w x
                           (3) 

Translate to optimization problem as follows: 
1Max
w

 or  
21

2
Min w     ..ts     

( ) 1i iy b⋅ + ≥w x
  li ,1=            

(4) 
Construct Lagrange function (5) to solve it. 

2

1

1( , , ) [ ( ) 1]
2

l

i i i
i

L b y bα α
=

= − ⋅ + −∑w w w x
                     (5) 

Give the answer to the optimization problem by the saddle point of Lagrange 
function. Making decision function is transfer to that: 
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( ) ( ( ) )
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i i i
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f x sign y bα∗ ∗

=

= ⋅ +∑ x x                                   (6) 

Where i ib y∗ ∗= − ⋅w x         
1

l

i i i
i

yα∗ ∗

=

=∑w x     iα
∗  is the optimal solution to 

dual quadratic programming as follows: 

   
1 , 1

1( ) ( )
2

l l

i i j i j i j
i i j

MaximizeF y yα α α α
= =

= − ⋅∑ ∑ x x      ..ts    

1
0, 0

l

i i i
i

yα α
=

= ≥∑          (7) 

Use slack variable set and penalty factor to solve line non-classification problem. 
Map training samples x  to a certain higher dimensional 
characteristic-space ( )xφ , and excute line classification in the space. Thus line 
non-classification and non-line problems can be solved. 

1 , 1

1( ) [ ( ) ( )]
2

l l

i i j i j i j
i i j

MaxF y yα α α α
= =

= − ⋅∑ ∑ x xφ φ                      (8) 

Supposed   ( , ) ( ) ( )i j i j= ⋅K x x x xφ φ    function (8) transfer to that: 

1 , 1

1( ) ( , )
2

l l

i i j i j i j
i i j

MaxF y yα α α α
= =

= −∑ ∑ K x x                               

(9) 
Making decision function is transfer to that: 

1
( ) ( ( ) )

l

i i i
i

f x sign y bα∗ ∗

=

= ⋅ +∑ K x x                          (10) 

Where ( )i�K x x  is kernel function. Use it to substitute for vector product in 
higher dimensional characteristic-space. Three kind of kernel function is as 
follows: line kernel function ( , ) T

i i=K x x x x ;polynomial kernel function   

( , ) ( ) , 0T p
i i rγ γ= + >K x x x x ;  radial basis function 

2( , ) exp( ), 0i iγ γ= − − >K x x x x
  

Svm training focus on solving the problem of quadratic programming. This 
paper use sequential minimal Optimization (SMO) put forward by Platt [5]. 

 Sort Making Decision Model of SVM 
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Use dichotomy SVM to construct multi-element sort method as follows: one 
against one, it need ( 1) / 2!N N −  designed classifiers; one against rest, it also need 
n classifiers. This paper combine SVM with binary tree making decision method 
[6], and it need n-1 classifiers as figure 1. 
 

 
Fig.1. Multielement sorter 

3 Factor Analysis of Health Service Support  

Health service support is a multi-hiberarchy, multi-factor, multi-index complex 
system. Its support element and feature index are a little much, and it easy bring 
dimension disaster. Considering the principle of systematicness, objectivity, 
completeness, measurability and independence during establishing index system, 
this paper analysis the process of health service support [1,7], adopt similarity 
compress and singularity compress of information theory to optimize the index [8]. 
The optimized index system is as figure 2.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Fig.2. Efficiency index of health service support 
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4 The Method for Computing Index Value 

According to designed index system, adopt three kind of method to compute index 
value as follows: operations research method, mathematics definition and 
examination 

 Operations Research Method  

The factor of staff always play key role in all support. Staff with higher degree and 
stronger capability will be a multiplicator to efficiency of health service support. 
Personnel expressed as  1x  , refer to [9], through three indexes of the second level 
and twenty indexes of the third level, adopt fuzzy comprehensive evaluation to 
calculate the value of index 1x .  

Information level expressed as 9x , include level of command, control and 
communication information system, level of specialist knowledge database, 
information management level of medical warehouse etc. Its value is also 
calculated through fuzzy comprehensive evaluation [10]. 

 Mathematics Definition 

Index of Medical apparatus and instruments expressed as 2x  include advanced 

technology level 21x , percentage of complement ( 22x ), undamaged rate ( 23x ) etc.  

Definition1. The express 22x  is defined as the rate of practical number of 

medical apparatus and instruments ( vn ) to the allocated number ( wn ). It is as 
follows: 

22

,

1,

v
v w

w

v w

n n n
nx

n n

 ≤= 
 >

                               (11) 

Definition2. The express 23x  is defined as the rate of the undamaged number ( 1n ) 

to the allocated number ( 2n ). It is as follows: 

1
1 2

223

1 2

,

1,

n n n
nx

n n

 ≤= 
 >

                                (12)      

The value 2x of   can be calculated by analytic hierarchy process.  

Definition3. Medical evacuation is a fuzzy index ( 5x ). It is defined as a synthesis 

by transportation facilities ( 1m ), transportation manner ( 2m ), transportation 
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environment ( 3m ), transportation distance ( 4m ), transportation object ( 5m ) etc. 

im ( 1,2, ,5i =  ) is confirmed by specialists.  
5

5
1

i i
i

x a m
=

=∑                                                                   (13) 

Where ia  is weight coefficient, and 1 2 5 1a a a+ + + = . 

 Examination  

According to examination and inspection method of different unit, the first aid and 
treatment ability ( 3x ), capacity for take-over ( 4x ), medical protection ( 6x ), 

epidemic prevention ( 7x ) and medical supply ( 8x ) are all calculated their values 

by examination and inspection. Where 3x  include organization factor of medical 

staff and medical supply;  4x  mainly consider the factors of number of ward bed 

and hand frame; 6x  mainly consider the protection capability for nuclear weapon, 
biological weapon, chemical weapon and new concept weapon, including factors 
of  medical reconnaissance, protection means and mastery of all kinds of weapon 
mechanics;  7x  mainly consider the epidemic reconnaissance, vaccine 

inoculation and epidemic situation management; 8x  mainly consider medical 
material acquisition, storage and management, carrying and moving load and so 
on. 

5 Classification Pattern  

Set up classification prediction pattern of health service support with Delphi 
method, classify and evaluate and synthesize the nine indexes respectively. Full 
mark is set according to the thousand mark examination system. According to 
performance, it is sorted as four grades: excellent (A), good (B), moderate(C) and 
inferior (D), as can be seen in table 1. 

Table1. Index classification pattern of health service support 
 

Comprehensive index Four grade pattern 
D C B A 

Personnel [0   300] [300 350] [350 400] [400 450] 
Medical apparatus and 

i  
[0   35] [35 40] [40 45] [45 50] 

First-aid and treatment alility [0   35] [35 40] [40 45] [45 50] 
Capacity for take-over [0   35] [35 40] [40 45] [45 50] 

Medical evacuation [0   35] [35 40] [40 45] [45 50] 
Medical protection [0   85] [85 90] [90 95] [95 100] 
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Epidemic prevention [0   85] [85 90] [90 95] [95 100] 
Medicinal supply [0   85] [85 90] [90 95] [95 100] 
Information level [0   35] [35 40] [40 45] [45 50] 

6 Prediction Example 

To set up a stable SVM prediction model, examination data of units are collected 
and processed. Sixty two samples are acquired. Fifty two of the samples are as 
training samples to set up the prediction model, the rest ten are as test samples to 
verify it. Due to the limit to paper length, only part training and test samples can be 
seen in table 2 and table 3. Visual training data is given for comparing the 
difference between respective sample-values as figure 3. 

In order to eliminate data level and reduce error of prediction, this paper adopts 
maximum-minimum normalization method to normalize the samples data as 
follows: 

minmax

min:
xx

xxyxf
−

−
=→                                (14) 

Where , nx y R∈   , min min( )x x= ,  max max( )x x=    
 

Table2. The value of training samples 
 

 
1x  2x  3x  4x  5x  6x  7x  8x  9x  

1 268 37 35 39 36 86 86 88 35 
2 282 38 36 36 36 85 87 87 38 
3 277 41 37 35 37 86 85 86 38 
4 411 34 37 36 35 87 81 88 36 
5 311 35 38 37 38 87 80 89 36 
6 301 36 33 32 40 86 89 86 37 
7 369 42 45 45 49 94 94 92 44 
8 322 34 40 38 39 88 89 90 37 
9 401 40 39 39 41 89 90 88 40 

10 428 47 48 50 49 98 98 97 48 
… … … … … … … … … … 
52 423 45 46 51 41 87 79 87 45 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Table3. The value of test samples 

 Index 

Sample 
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1x  2x  3x  4x  5x  6x  7x  8x  9x  

1 271 38 36 39 37 86 86 87 36 
2 278 38 37 37 36 86 88 88 38 
3 277 41 36 35 37 87 85 87 37 
4 401 33 36 34 35 86 80 88 36 
5 312 37 39 36 39 88 81 89 37 
6 301 36 34 33 40 85 89 87 36 
7 368 42 46 45 48 96 95 93 45 
8 323 36 39 39 40 87 89 91 37 
9 398 39 40 39 42 90 91 88 39 

10 431 48 47 50 49 98 98 96 48 
 

This paper adopts SOM method to train the four sort making decision pattern 
and get the optimization making decision hyperplane. Adopt radial basis function 
as kernel function as follows: 

2

2( , ) exp( )i
i σ

−
= −

x x
K x x                                (15) 

Input test samples value to the trained prediction model, the classification 
result is as figure .4, among ten test sample, only one is classified error, accuracy 
is up to ninety percent. 

7 Conclusion 

According to the result of prediction example, the proposed prediction method for 
the capability of health service support is valid and applicable. The logistics 
command decision making and system optimum design of the health service 
support information system will be strongly supported by it. 
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Fig.3. Visual training data of Model 

○: training set classification; *: test set classification; ☆: practical classification 
Fig.4. Training and prediction set classification 
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